MUST-DO IN SAIGON

A O Show

Binh Tay Market

HCMC Sightseeing Bus

The name ‘À Ố’ derives from
‘Làng Phố’, which means
‘village and city’. The show is a
unique mix of bamboo circus,
acrobatic acts, dance, and
theatrical visual art, depicting
the charming beauty and
cultural richness of Vietnamese
life in the countryside. This
beautiful blend of genres
creates
a
unique
stage
language, which well captures
the essence of Vietnam’s
fascinating culture.

Binh Tay Market, one of the
most important markets of Ho
Chi Minh City, is located inside
Chinatown. You can go for a
walk and try out the food stalls
here including local dishes like
noodle soups or you can just
stop by for a coffee. It can be
said that nothing is not sold
here. Tourists getting around
this famous market town mostly
can find here anything they
may think in mind!

Enjoy a complete loop around
the city for an hour and pass all
the major Ho Chi Minh City
attractions, including Notre
Dame
Cathedral,
Saigon
Central
Post
Office,
Independence Palace, War
Remnants Museum, Ben Thanh
Market, Nguyen Hue Street
walking street,... You may hop
off at any of the designated
stops and explore the area at
your leisure.

MUST-SEE IN SAIGON

Phap Hoa Temple

Reunification Palace

War Remnants Museum

What attracts visitors to Phap
Hoa Pagoda is the tranquil
setting, with more than 100
years of history. Every year, on
the occasion of the most
important
festival
in
the
Buddhist
calendar,
which
marks the Buddha’s birth, long
lines of devout Buddhists could
be seen around Phap Hoa
Pagoda
for
the
lantern
releasing ceremony to pray for
peace,
happiness
and
prosperity.

The Reunification Palace, also
known
as
Independence
Palace, is listed as a historical
monument by witnessing great
changes of Ho Chi Minh City’s
history (formerly known Saigon)
and having in itself the essence
of Eastern culture. Throughout
the heroic battles, this amazing
work of architecture had
witnessed almost every high
and low of the Vietnamese
war.

Visiting this museum can be a
traumatic experience for some
as it showcases the brutalities
of war and the horrors inflicted
on the civilian population of
Vietnam during the conflict. As
well as the expected displays
of military hardware and
graphic photographs, there is
an exhibition of posters and
photos that highlight the
international
anti-war
movement.

MUST-EAT IN SAIGON

Eddie's New York Diner

Hum Vegetarian Restaurant

Kashew Cheese

Eddie’s serves all American deli
& diner cuisine in a fun, friendly
& authentic 1950’s diner
atmosphere. Using the finest
imported ingredients that allow
them to create an authentic
American dining experience.

Vietnam is a Buddhist country
so it comes as no surprise that
vegan and vegetarian food
features highly in the local
cuisine. With locations in
Districts 1, 2 and 3, this
restaurant
serves
original
interpretations of traditional
dishes that highlight the health
benefits of each ingredient.
Popular among locals, all three
restaurants offer a serene and
calm atmosphere.

At Kashew Cheese, you can
find a variety of cheese from
Vietnamese
cashew
nuts,
combining
traditional
cheesemaking methods with
bold new flavors. All the
products here are plant-based,
that
vegans,
non-vegans,
Vietnamese and foreigners can
enjoy.

Laang SaiGon

Ngoc Suong Restaurant

The Vintage Emporium

The name “Laang” is a readaptation of the Vietnamese
word “lặng yên”, which means
being still and calm among
chaos. This Asian-fusion and
vegetarian-friendly restaurant is
a place where people feel like
home, where they recharge
and reconnect meaningfully
via healthy food and an
inspiring atmosphere.

Making its mark as a brand for
65 years, Ngoc Suong is not just
a legacy of Vietnam’s culinary
industry, but an emblem of
innovation and growth. From
traditional Vietnamese dishes
to lavish freshly seafood plates,
you and your taste buds will be
satisfied and provided with a
wonderful dining experience.

A café focused on great food
and
drinks
using
quality
ingredients
which
when
possible sourcing here in
Vietnam. They try to bring a
little bit of Sydney’s great
internationally inspired food,
relaxing culture and ambience
to Saigon.

MUST-DRINK IN SAIGON

Blank Lounge

Biacraft Artisan Ales

Chill Sky Bar

Blank is one of the highest
lounges in Vietnam, which is
located on the 75th and 76th
floor of the Landmark 81
skyscraper. Surrounded by truly
breathtaking and panoramic
views over Saigon, Blank
Lounge is pretty much a 'mustvisit' for an elevated daytime
coffee break, sunset cocktails,
or a special night date.

From Buddha hand citron,
dragon fruit, to breast fruit milk,
and durian, BiaCraft Artisan
Ales
curates
the
unique
ingredients utilized in Vietnam’s
craft beer. Sipping an exotic
cup of beer here, you will have
a chance to discover the world
of Vietnamese craft beer and
end up a day with happiness
and a little tipsy.

Chill Skybar is a modern stylish
and vibrant club and lounge
bar that offers both an
entertainment nightlife and a
social gathering experience
destination.
The
area
is
surrounded by a hustle and
bustle of office buildings, highend shopping centers and
well-known tourist destinations
in Saigon.

Heart Of Darkness

La Viet Coffee

Lacàph

Falling in love with vibrant
nightlife in Saigon? Let's make
your
journey
even
more
memorable by visiting the
Heart
of
Darkness
craft
brewery. This Asia's most prolific
brewery with 300+ beer with
styles brewed and its one-of-akind style will be an ideal spot
to emerge in the bustle of the
city and catch up with your
loved ones.

Enjoy a pleasant, delicate, and
balanced cup of coffee at La
Viet then you can totally feel
the strong "from farm to cup"
spirit. Bean coffee here is made
from hand-picked, carefully
sorted and processed Arabica
beans so that the beans’
natural
flavors
can
be
maintained perfectly.

If
you’re
curious
about
Vietnamese coffee, Lacàph is
exactly a hidden gem that you
never want to miss. This place is
not only designed to let people
enjoy great coffee experiences
but also bring them closer to
Vietnamese culture and rich
heritage.

